This paper explores the role of union catalogues in inter-library loans and document delivery and how that role is changing to embrace virtual holdings and electronic document delivery.
Introduction
Union catalogues were conceived to promote resource sharing among libraries. Their primary role was and still is to realise a community collection that can be maximised by restricting as much as possible unnecessary duplication thus releasing often limited funds to ensure maximum overall coverage. Inter-library loans (ILL) play a fundamental part in making the community collection available and providing the evidence of its utility.
Once created, union catalogues become authoritative sources, by their size and by the fact that they represent the fruit of collection by a large community of professional librarians. If something is not found in a large union catalogue, then it probably does not exist. As an authoritative source, the union catalogue can be used for statistical analysis of publications and regional library holdings and now with computing power can be used for rich data mining investigations.
Inter-library lending has evolved so that it now embraces not only the lending of books, but also the provision of a physical copy, typically photocopy or access to an electronically readable copy. Once a restricted service for academics and researchers only, it is now increasingly democratised and available to users directly instead of being mediated by a librarian. In fact unmediated document delivery is now an expectation of end users who are accustomed to Internet search engines like Google that indexes 2 billion URLs (Google, 2002) , providing immediate results from millions of Internet sites. The Internet has also changed the horizons of inter-library cooperation from national to international where it is feasible and may be no more costly and no slower to source an electronic item from several continents away.
At the same time, the library collection itself is changing. Whilst physical ownership is still important for books, electronic access, particularly for journal titles is increasing. The library's focus is now more on selecting than on collecting (Harnad, 2002) , particularly in relation to free materials such as free electronic journals and freely available web sites and databases. The library collection is now a mixture of physical and virtual. The library's users are also transforming from physical to virtual. They still do visit the library to touch physical books and to find a quiet place to read and study. But they also access the library from their computer at the office or from home.
Role of the Union Catalogue in Inter-Library Loans
Inter-library loans is a two step process consisting of a searching step to identify items and discover potential locations followed by step two, the request. The union catalogue is the easiest source for the first step.
Union catalogues facilitate the inter-library loan process by grouping holdings for items so that the largest choice of likely supplying libraries can be identified. This way the most appropriate source can be selected on the basis of closeness or cost of service for example and thus the ILL load can be spread amongst all libraries contributing to the union catalogue. Without a fairly comprehensive list of holdings, the load of ILL requests usually falls on the libraries with the largest collections. The grouping of holdings is critical to the process. Virtual catalogues cannot match physical union catalogues with grouping of holdings because the number of catalogues that can be searched simultaneously is limited and dynamic grouping of results is problematic. Dynamic grouping by duplicate detection program is slow over large result sets and does not always identify all records for the same title.
Traditionally ILL is a background process with libraries requesting on behalf of users. The requests can include a list of libraries and in the case one library cannot respond, or cannot respond within the requested parameters of time and cost, the request is then forwarded to the next library in the list. This is chaining where the originating library is kept informed of the location and status of the request by a series of notifications. In another model, a service running on a union catalogue can administer a list of possible suppliers in a superior way, without the necessity of a lot of notification. In the case of photocopies, ILL is simplified because there is no need for an item to be returned and electronic delivery is even further simplifying the process with the elimination of the delivery and user notification tasks.
As more and more is available in machine readable form, the task of generating inter-library and document delivery requests is passing from the librarian as a mediator directly to the end user. Users have access to web based catalogues and would like to move from metadata to full text in the same way that they have grown to expect with Internet resources available through search engines such as Google. Mike McGrath (2002) reports research indicating that 43% of users require material in two days or less. Once authentication and authorisation is mastered the service may be offered to the end user with little administrative cost to the library.
Union catalogues can play important new roles in relation to access to and delivery of electronic materials. One notable example is in the area of electronic journals. A link in the union catalogue can be made to each new issue as it is announced. This can be in the form of loading or just linking to the table of contents, abstracts and full text. Once the issue is available in this way, it is instantly available to all libraries having an electronic subscription, represented by a holding code on the journal title in the union catalogue. There is no longer the necessity to record receipt of each issue individually in each library.
In the case of free journals, every member of a union catalogue may be deemed to "own a subscription copy". With e-journals, free e-journals, freely available documents on web sites and journal archives such as JSTOR, the library collection is becoming increasingly virtual. Without any traditional cataloguing, the library may have access to an enlarged collection through the union catalogue. As this part of the union catalogue increases, ways will become necessary for individual libraries to create views on the virtual collection without having to individually add holdings. This may have price model implications for some union catalogues.
ILL is Increasing
[take in Figure End user requests have grown impressively. 16,000 Dutch end users now generate directly 40% of loan requests and 20% of copy requests. The trend is expected to continue. It should be noted that document requests are often limited only to in-library users due to the limitations of the authentication systems currently being used by many document servers. If their authentication systems were enhanced to allow remote access not related to IP address, then the numbers of document requests by end users could be expected to rise substantially.
Improving User Discovery in the Union Catalogue
Library systems designers together with the professional cataloguers who build the records in the catalogues pride themselves with the power of their user interface and index to provide accurate and comprehensive recall without irrelevant information. New ideas are being incorporated to improve the first results that are presented to a user and to allow him or her to navigate from those results to related items. Lessons are being learned from the 
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successful world wide web model that places a lot of emphasis on discovery by subsequent navigation from a found item.
Increasingly, additional links are being added, both among records in the catalogue to express direct relationships and to sources outside the catalogues via URL, URI or openURL. Priscilla Caplan (2001) gives a very useful summary of the technical complexity of linking.
Within the catalogue, the FRBR model 2 allows links to be made from works at the conceptual level to expressions of those works in different forms and languages to published manifestations and to individual copies. From a user viewpoint, the model promises to reduce the repetition in an initial short list display and give guidance to subsequent exploration. Early experimentation in OCLC's WorldCat indicates that FRBR can offer a significant improvement in the short display as it is estimated that there are 1.5 manifestations for every work. It can also resolve problems like whether to create separate records for paper and electronic versions of serials. Anne Gilliland (2000) outlines how different library practices result in inconsistent scattering of holdings in the union catalogue and complicate the selection of potential supplying locations. FRBR could help to eliminate these inconsistencies.
Links outside the union catalogue are developing, e.g. from titles to reviews on book sellers web pages, from name authority records to biographies, bibliographies and photographs and from subject headings to encyclopaedic articles. These links are playing a new and exiting role in discovery and navigation.
The PiCarta and OCLC's FirstSearch services both combine union catalogue searching with searching table of content data from prominent journals. The services allow seamless navigation from journal articles to either full text available online or to library holdings within the union catalogue.
Determination of the Best Source
Un-mediated requests demand that systems give guidance on the location of the best resource. As has already been noted, physical loans remain an important and significant part of the service. To help the user determine the best source for a loan, the system should be able to present a list of possible locations, sorted by criteria such as location, service cost, but in particular by availability date. In the case of most union catalogues, holdings are represented by symbols only and it is necessary to access local library catalogues to glean availability information and service costs. The variety of local catalogue systems demands the use of a standard protocol to achieve this.
OCLC PICA in cooperation with Tilburg University have developed a pilot implementation between LBS local library systems and the iPort portal that provides availability information delivered within a bibliographic record in UNIMARC or PICAMARC represented in XML. The protocol being used is ZING SRU 3 , the http based search and retrieve protocol that is an evolution of Z39.50. For EUCAT, a federated index of European union catalogues, OCLC PICA is planning to access local systems with the SRU protocol with holdings delivered in the Z39.50 holdings schema 4 . There are several element sets associated with this schema, each designed for different scenarios. For the purpose described above, holdings summary availability at the bibliographic title level is necessary. That is, an answer to the question "do you have any copies of this title available now, if not, when?" The element set of the Z39.50 holdings schema that will deliver this information is called C2. OCLC PICA is currently cooperating within the Z39.50 implementers' group (ZIG) to develop the XML rendition of this schema.
A bibliographic search protocol, i.e. either Z39.50 or ZING/SRW or ZING/SRU, is required to discover availability information at the title level. At first glance it may seem that the NISO circulation protocol (NCIP) could also fill the role, but it requires prior knowledge of an item identifier and will only give the status of one item at a time.
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Figure 2 Retrieval of Holdings availability
For electronic materials, determining the best source involves answering the question "I need to know who you are to determine which supplier, if any, your library uses". This entails both an authentication step and a reference to a link resolving system. OpenURL 5 is the standard being used to navigate between catalogues and link resolvers.
Serial articles and Inter-library loans have always had peculiarities. There are still many serials that are not available electronically as is indicated by the large numbers of photocopies being delivered each year. Union catalogues traditionally only contain summary holdings level detail per serial title. They do not contain article details. A citation is discovered from another source and the query is metamorphosed into a more general one for the serial title with a specific date as a minimum with sometimes enumeration detail. Now that many serial indexes are available electronically, the navigation from index to union catalogue can potentially be done automatically and the OpenURL is useful for this purpose. In many union catalogues serial holding statements have been entered in an inconsistent manner, making them eye readable only, i.e. not conducive to machine interpretation. It may be necessary for many union catalogues to edit or re-enter serial holdings information so that users can be presented with accurate "suggested locations" listings.
Inter system Inter-Library Loans
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EUCAT
Large catalogues facilitate the discovery and location function. OCLC PICA's EUCAT is a Pan European Index of union catalogues. Based on metadata, with duplicates identified and grouped and with authority control of authors, subjects and other headings it ensures consistent indexing and recall. OCLC PICA makes EUCAT available through different services, principally PiCarta and PubliekWijzer. It will also be possible to access EUCAT via external interfaces and portals using a search protocol, in particular ZING/SRU and openURL.
The main focus of EUCAT is as a discovery tool, linking to the contributing union catalogues or individual catalogues for services, in particular inter-library loans and linking to licensed full text services. Document supply services, enriched contents, reviews, abstracts and ebooks may be accessed directly from EUCAT or from the participating union catalogues.
EUCAT is conceived to be the entry point for discovering and locating the riches of European libraries, both physical and digital.
EUCAT currently consists of the holdings of the Dutch union Catalogue (Nederlandse Centrale Catalogus, NCC), the libraries of the North German States (Gemeinsame Bibliotheksverbund GBV) and the Serials Index of the Deutsche Bibliothek (Zeitschriftendatenbank ZDB). NCC contributes 14.5 million records from 200 libraries, GBV contributes 20 million records from 400 libraries and ZDB contributes 1 million with holdings from 4,000 libraries. It is hoped to that many more union catalogues will contribute to the EUCAT index.
As a first step in broadening the coverage of EUCAT, the European holdings from WorldCat will be loaded as a mirror copy into EUCAT. OCLC WorldCat currently contains 21 million holdings from 430 European libraries. Arrangements for connecting to the various Inter Library Loan systems are currently being investigated, as is the determination of the business models required to ensure the widest possible co-operative participation in EUCAT. WorldCat holdings for European libraries represent full holdings for some libraries and only the results of retrospective conversion projects for other libraries. The ideal situation would thus be to load from union catalogues and catalogues in the latter case. For example, the holdings of French universities on OCLC will not be loaded as negotiations with ABES are made to load directly from the SUDOC union catalogue.
From the EUCAT index, it is necessary to navigate among several Inter-library loan systems.
Requests from EUCAT are always directed to the system to which the user belongs with enough information to indicate the source of the data found, the locations (if any) and the user involved. Both ISO ILL and OpenURL can be used for this direction of a user request to an inter-library loan system. Requests from external abstract and index databases are also being transferred from the iPort discovery portal in which case there may be no known locations. These requests are then processed into queries of the union catalogue to discover locations before becoming actual known item requests. Requests that remain unresolved as a result of this automated process are directed to an email address for manual professional assessment. It is only in this last case that an unmediated request will be transformed into a mediated one.
Technically it is all falling into place. Nevertheless, libraries are a bit nervous about unmediated international inter-library loans. They are fearful about providing a service with unknown financial and work load consequences. In EUCAT, inter-library loan services between the Dutch union catalogue (NCC) and the North German university catalogue (Gemeinsame Bibliotheksverbund GBV) are now possible but implementation is currently suspended pending service agreements. It may be best to take a stepped approach, offering an unmediated international service for photocopies only. As a second step, user charges could be pitched so that loans broke even. Stephen Prowse and Dennis Massie (2002) report that joining the international lending group SHARES that is operated by RLG changed libraries' perspectives concerning international lending and revealed a real need for the service.
EUCAT and WorldCat
In order to offer a global view of library resources to users, OCLC and OCLC PICA have conceived an architecture. The system would comprise cooperating peer nodes in the form of large union catalogues and indexes of union catalogues. The nodes would share bibliographic, authority and library directory information for indexing purposes but each node would be responsible for the information on holdings, links and contents.
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Node linking is already in development between WorldCat and EUCAT. This involves interoperability using the ISO ILL standard ISO 10161. Although both organisations had implemented the standard, the options chosen were not compatible and the development of a transformer was necessary. Discovery between the union catalogues is currently possible via the Z39.50 search protocol. ZING/SRU is a possibility under evaluation but replicated bibliographic and authority index data will most likely be the option chosen. This will optimise the discovery function in each node and maximize the use of local node holdings. Cross node searching for holdings, preferably also indicating availability and terms will be done where there are no available copies in the local node.
